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The sound of thunder echoed far and wide when Thor entered the Marvel Universe, facing an array
of enemies - from the past and the future, from under the earth and beyond the stars, from distant
dictatorships and organized crime! But wherever Thor walks or flies, Loki is never far behind,
scheming against Earth and Asgard alike! Featuring the first appearances of such mainstay Marvel
miscreants as Mister Hyde and the Radioactive Man! Collects Journey Into Mystery #83-100.

Reviews of the The Mighty Thor, Vol. 1 (Marvel
Masterworks) by Larry Lieber,Robert Bernstein,Jack Kirby,Al

Hartley,Stan Lee
Atineda
While vacationing in Europe, a walking cripple by the name of Dr. Donald Blake stumbles upon a
group of alien invaders in the countryside planning to attack and takeover the Earth. Their mission
requires them to eliminate anyone whom discovers them, and Blake is soon spotted and chased. He
ends up trapped inside of a cave where he finds a walking stick, and due to frustration he strikes the
wall and is immediately transformed into the thunder god of Norse mythology, The Mighty Thor. summary
Thor made his first appearance in 1962 in the already running series Journey Into Mystery, and he
would eventually catch on and earn his title in the form of The Mighty Thor. Despite his ups and
downs and eventually losing popularity to the Incredible Hulk; Thor would still go on to become one
of the coolest characters in the Marvel Universe with a very rabid following that counted me
amongst that group. Unfortunately, these first batch of issues does very little in making a case for
the thunderer as an awesome character. It's clear that Stan Lee was searching for an identity. His
writing really didn't feel as sharp and consistent as when he was penning Spider-Man later on. This
TPB collects Journey into Mystery issues 83 - 100, dated between 1962 - 1963.
Stan Lee begins things interesting enough by going through a fast run through of Thor's strength,
powers, and weaknesses, as well as developing his personality along with Donald Blake, and the
reader is treated to a quick action segment against the alien invaders which ends with their fast
retreat. From here, Lee tries to find Thor's place amongst Earth's people as he deals with their
criminal element, plus he introduces Thor's evil brother, the God of Mischief, Loki.
At least for me, Thor had to be among the weaker books at this time. It's constantly mentioned that
Donald Blake is a lame whom is in love with his assistant Jane Foster, and there's this constant
reference on how Thor and Donald are polar opposites; along with Jane conflicted on which man she
loves the most despite not knowing Thor and Blake are one in the same. She admires Blake as a
sensitive and caring man, but loves Thor for his strength and heroism. This is good material to rope
in the reader but it's constantly beat upon. While this repetitive writing style was understandable
back then and at any point in the world of comics; it reads badly in a collected edition as it feels way
too monotonous.
Thor himself greatly suffers from the repetition as well. His main weakness comes in the form of
being separated from his magical hammer. If he loses grip of his hammer for 60 seconds then he will
revert back to Blake. This is a gimmick that Stan Lee relies on too heavily here, and this is a
weakness along with Superman's vulnerability to Kryptonite that always annoyed me anyway. As far
as Thor's building rogue's list is concerned, Loki is the only one of any interest as he constantly
plagues Thor. The random gangsters, communist leader, and batch of villains whom never amounted
to anything just never really gripped me, and the most fun I had reading this took place during the
Norse mythology settings.
Jack Kirby's artwork did a lot of justice carrying Lee's repetitive writing. The imagination put into
Thor's look indeed works, and although the action isn't very physical it's still decent enough to
arouse some interest. I especially enjoy the fantasy element taking place in the Norse settings.
Although this was far from his best work, Kirby was still brilliant with the pencils and I can only
imagine what he could have accomplished with today's advanced techniques.
These early Thor stories were indeed a struggle and it took a while before it really started to move,
at least to my experience anyway; with the exception of the artwork I can't really think of anything

to actually call great here. The stories ranged from average to boring and I can't read this book in
one sitting. I can only recommend this to hardcore collectors and readers whom still have a very soft
spot for this era of comics. To those whom are more into modern comic storytelling, try out the
fourth volume of the Thor Masterworks TPB's and work your way down only if it really arouses your
interest.
Pros: Kirby's artwork
Cons: Struggling to find what really works
Androwyn
I've always been a big comic book fan, but Thor was one of those comics I never really followed that
much. After watching the movie, I decided to dig a little deeper and see how the original comic Thor
mythology evolved, and I was not disappointed. What I like about these comics is that you can totally
see the history and the time period that fueled them. Some of it is actually pretty hilarious because it
seems like every other enemy in this book is a communist or a Nazi of some kind. You can really see
the political bent to these and the agenda behind them, and I think it just makes them that much
more interesting. Overall, a really fun and unique selection of comics that make for an entertaining
read.
ℓo√ﻉ
I bought this to dig into the original series of Thor, but unfortunately it is a bit dull in comparison to
Walter Simonson's work on Thor. Still entertaining for fans of Thor such as myself, but if you are
getting into the actual comics for the first time be sure to read this series before getting into the
other work.
Doath
I received it in great condition and in the time frame mentioned. Without getting into specific plot
lines (don't want to spoil it for anyone!), this volume was pretty good. Not as good as Amazing
Spider-Man vol. 1, but still entertaining. It shows Thor's origin and some good stories. The best
feature I think is the number of issues included: Journey Into Mystety #83-100. The worst feature is
probably that some of the story lines are fairly predictable and similar. Overall, it's worth buying,
enjoy!
Dawncrusher
Quite honestly, I was never interested in Thor before the MCU movies. I knew his basic stats, but
was more of a Spiderman girl. I picked up this set so I could get caught up on his story. The artwork
is fantastic and so are the storylines. I know I'm 40 or so years behind, but these comics really are
page turners. I particularly like the ones with Loki.
Ckelond
I am saving this for a collector's item. So it is not being read or opened or anything. I did sort of flip
thru it gently and it looks good. Now its on the shelf. I was going to have it signed, but I had
something more rare signed by Stan Lee. :)
Kinashand
Anything here not drawn by Jack Kirby is mediocre. Sure, you need it to move on through the more
awesome later Thor stories of the 60's, so you should by it, but it's just a warm-up. Seriously though,
buy it anyway.
Extremely Decent.
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